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What does it mean to be an “authentic” person?

What does it mean to be an “authentic” person?
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What comes to mind when you hear the word “authentic”?

On Sunday, I mentioned one particular definition of authentic that will be the
main definition for this series:

Something is authentic when the artist has touched it.
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What comes to mind when you hear the word “authentic”?

On Sunday, I mentioned one particular definition of authentic that will be the
main definition for this series:

Something is authentic when the artist has touched it.

What does that phrase mean to you?

What does that phrase mean to you?

Made to Be an Icon

Made to Be an Icon

The idea is that when the world interacts with us or when we interact with the
world, the interaction should be representative of God somehow. What are some
ways people actually succeed at that? What are some ways we fail at it?
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Re-Becoming an Icon

Re-Becoming an Icon

For each of the following concepts and passages, share with your group what
you think the passage is teaching and why it’s important.
See an authentic picture of Jesus (Colossians 1:15-20).
Embrace the trust of becoming (Hebrews 12:1-3).
Embrace the mind of becoming (Romans 12:1-2).
Embrace the heart of being (John 15:5).
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If authenticity means being the person your maker has made you to be, how
close do you think you are to reaching that goal?

If authenticity means being the person your maker has made you to be, how
close do you think you are to reaching that goal?

In Genesis, we learn that God made people in his “image” and the Greek word
behind “image” is the source of our modern word “icon.” What does it mean to
you that people are made to be God’s representatives or his “icon”?

On Sunday, we considered four basic concepts that form the root of rediscovering our authentic selves as “image-bearers” or “icons” for God.
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